
   

 

 
Oracle Institute Press is the publishing arm of The Oracle Institute, a 501(c)(3) educational charity, 

which also operates a multi-faith spirituality school and peacebuilding practice. Winner of five book 

awards, Oracle Press helps readers find Truth for the mind, Love for the heart, and Light for the soul. 

Please visit our online bookstore for a full list of our titles, some of which are listed below: 
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The Truth: About the Five Primary Religions is the Institute’s award-winning debut publication 

and the first book in the Oracle foundational trilogy. The Truth is a comparative study of the 

mythology, history, and politics of the five primary religions (Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism, 

Christianity, Islam), which are based on a patriarchal view of God and are now polarizing 

humanity. While not advocating any belief system, Oracle asserts that these ancient religions 

should be synthesized and updated to foster peace and lead humanity toward enlightenment.    

 

The Love: Of the Fifth Spiritual Paradigm is the second book in the Oracle trilogy and conveys 

the core message of the prophets: “Love is the Way.” The Love explores how orthodox religion 

has failed to produce spiritual unity or a contemporary theology capable of unifying people of 

faith, and it recommends the only rational path for our physical survival and spiritual evolution: a 

“Religion of Love. Over 70 luminaries contributed to this anthology, including: Maya Angelou, 

Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Wendell Berry, Bill McKibben, Aung San Suu Kyi, and Alex Grey. 

Trusting Doubt: A Former Evangelical Looks at Old Beliefs in a New Light is another award-

winning publication, written by Valerie Tarico, Ph.D. Though most Christians earnestly strive to 

follow the compassionate ministry of Christ, a belief that the Bible is literally true can put them 

in the odd position of defending falsehood, bigotry, and even violence. As a former Evangelical, 

Tarico shows how fundamentalism can leave our moral intuition shattered, and she shares how 

we can release outdated dogma to reclaim a deep and vigorous process of spiritual inquiry. 
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Deas and Other Imaginings: Ten Spiritual Folktales for Children was written by psychologist 

Valerie Tarico, Ph.D., and illustrated by Tony Troy. Together, they have woven a tapestry of ten 

timeless tales and created a world where ideas – “DEAS” – literally come to life. In this magical 

and morally challenging realm, hard-won lessons are taught by trolls, animal guides, and magi 

who guide young heroes and heroines to safety, but only after offering an adventure which 

teaches essential and eternal spiritual values: honor, perseverance, empathy, courage, and love.  

 

Divine Attunement: Music as a Path to Wisdom is an award-winning mix of essays and wisdom 

parables written by “Peace Musician” Yuval Ron, who provides a unique window into the world 

of ecstatic music. Ron’s tales guide the reader toward personal growth and transformation by 

disclosing secrets of the great mystics – Rumi, Baal Shem Tov, and Hazrat Inayat Khan – who all 

used music to achieve Divine communion. Explore the musical and meditative exercises in this 

book to experience authentic selfhood and to learn why “Music is the Language of the Soul.” 
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Oracle Institute Press  *  88 Oracle Way  *  Independence, Virginia 24348  *  276-773-3308 

                                        www.TheOracleInstitute.org/press   *   Eric@TheOracleInstitute.org 

 

Evolutionary Relationships: Unleashing the Power of Mutual Awakening by Patricia Albere is 

an Amazon Top 10 title. For millennia, spirituality has been a deeply personal pursuit – monks on 

mountaintops and yogis in caves. But interconnectedness is transforming everything, from our 

family lives to work. Today, we need a new spirituality that focuses more on “We” than “Me.”  

In Evolutionary Relationships, Albere introduces a novel approach called “mutual awakening” 

that can be explored with a friend, lover, spouse, or partner and includes exercises to inspire us! 
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